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C-Band Interference —
Why NABA Members Should Care
Winston Caldwell, News Corporation
The North American satellite service is under serious threat of ensuing proposals to allow IMT system to share the C-band. The satellite service is
critical to the North American economies. Businesses and citizens depend on the satellite service to
deliver entertainment, news and information reliably and without disruption. The satellite service
also plays a vital role in disaster recovery, emergency preparedness, distance learning, telemedicine
and universal Internet connectivity.
In the USA alone, the satellite
service uses C-band to distribute
media content to over 7,000 headends which serve over 1,500 TV
channels to approximately 100
million households. There is currently 169 C-band satellites in
service. These represent a $42
billion investment.
Thirty-five
additional satellites are planned
for launch before the end of 2015.
These new satellites represent an
almost $10 billion investment.
Each satellite is designed for its
years in service to be long-lasting.
A stable regulatory environment
that does not modify the expected
operational environment is necessary to maintain the value of these
investments.
The satellite service uses the space-to-Earth C-band
frequencies to transmit from Geo-Stationary Orbit
satellites in space to receive-only Earth stations on
the ground (a distance of about 35 – 40 thousand
kilometers). In the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Americas region 2, the C-band
frequencies are comprised of standard C-band (3.7
– 4.2 GHz) and extended C-band (3.4 – 3.7 GHz).
The North American satellite service mostly uses
the standard C-band but international partners use
both the standard C-band and the extended C-band.

Around the world, governments are considering
establishing new regulations that would allow
Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) systems to
transmit on C-band frequencies. For example, in
the US, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) released a Notice of Proposed Rule Making
(NPRM) and Order GN Docket No. 12-354 on December 12, 2012 which proposes to allow for new
BWA systems to transmit in the extended C-band.
The proposed type of BWA operation by the FCC
is described as “small cell use.” At this point the
technical characteristics that might define small cell
use are not available in detail.
These details might become available in June or July 2013.
Included in the reply comments on
NPRM (the filing deadline was
April 5, 2013) is an analysis performed by an independent contractor, Alion Science. The analysis
examined the potential interference
that would be caused from small
cell use in the extended C-band
adjacent to the satellite service in
the standard C-band. Alion Science performed an analysis using a
best guess for the operational characteristics for the small cell use.
Alion Science concluded that in
order to prevent what may result in
complete reception failure of the
satellite service, the proposed
small cell terminals would need to be located at a
protection distance up to 33 km from any C-band
Earth station. They also concluded that the required protection distances are significant and “…
are highly likely to create unacceptable encumbrances for small cell systems and risk to C-Band
Earth stations.”
Also included in the reply comments is an analysis
that was performed by another independent contractor, Comsearch. The analysis performed by
Comsearch also examined the potential interference
Continued on next page...
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that would be caused by extended C-band
small cell use into the satellite service in
the standard C-band.
The Comsearch analysis showed similar
results; but they concluded that the required protection distance is up to 48 km,
even greater than the Alion Science result.
Globally, the first agenda item for the upcoming World Radio Conference 2015
(WRC-15) is to identify additional frequency bands for International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) to “…facilitate
the development of terrestrial mobile
broadband applications…” As requested,
ITU-Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Working Party 5D, without performing impact
reports, identified the C-band as one of the
candidate bands for IMT use. The impact
reports for C-band and all of the other
bands identified by WP5D are left to the
ITU-R Joint Task Group (JTG) 4-5-6-7.
The impact reports will be considered during WRC-15. While the FCC is proposing
adjacent band BWA operation, the ITU is
considering in-band BWA operation to
space-to-Earth standard C-band.
IMT operation in C-band was considered
already at the past WRC-07. Impact report
ITU-R M.2109 has already been accomplished and the sharing studies that it contains helped form the decision by WRC-07
not to create a C-band allocation for IMT.
Report M.2109 concludes that in-band
IMT terminals are required to maintain a
protection distance up to over 100 km from
C-band Earth stations. Within the protec-

WIPO Looking to a
Broadcaster Treaty
in 2014

Erica Redler, NABA (Legal Consultant)
In 2012, the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) set the goal of concluding its many years of work on a Broadcaster Treaty in 2014. A resolution from the
annual General Assembly meeting directed
additional work this year by the Standing
Committee on Copyright and Related
Rights (SCCR) and a report back to its
2013 meeting about the feasibility of a Diplomatic Conference in 2014.

tion distance range, the report concludes
that sharing between IMT and a satellite
service Earth station “…is not feasible”.
At this point in time, there is no evidence
that the sharing conditions have improved
so that what had already been decided at
WRC-07 should continue to be fully pertinent for WRC-15.

“THE MOST EFFECTIVE
MEANS OF PROTECTING
C-BAND ALLOCATION AND
ITS INVESTMENTS IS
TO GET INVOLVED IN
ITU-R WG’s AND JTG 4-5-6-7”
Some national administrations have elected
to allow IMT systems to share the C-band
with the satellite service within their respective federal boundaries. In these places
where C-band sharing is allowed, there
have been massive interruptions and cases
of total system failure of the satellite service due to interference from the IMT systems. In Hong Kong, for example, IMT
interference resulted in television signals
feeding 300 million households throughout
Asia getting knocked off the air. The satellite service in the C-band has also experienced disruption from IMT interference in
over 15 other countries. Millions of Bangladeshi citizens have experienced TV disruption due to IMT C-band interference
into the satellite service.
There is and will continue to be investment
in the tens of billions of dollars to develop
and deploy new infrastructure that utilizes

The first of three
meetings scheduled
this year addressing
the
Broadcaster
Treaty took place in
April. A large number of broadcasters
from all regions of
the world attended,
with the expectation
that the matter is
finally headed to
conclusion. Unlike
the regular committee meetings that
deal with multiple
subjects, this meeting focused only on
broadcasting, facilitating a more detailed

the C-band frequencies for the wellestablished and depended upon satellite
service. However, new proposals have
been introduced around the world that, if
accepted, would allow for IMT systems to
share the C-band and threaten the viability
of the satellite service along with the value
of its associated investments and the reliability of the essential services that it provides. The satellite service has been designed, built, and improved according to
the radio frequency (RF) environment in
which it has operated for over 40 years.
The receivers are by necessity (due to the
extreme path lengths) sensitive to the RF
conditions so that they are reliably able to
receive low power transmissions. As has
been convincingly shown through many
analysis reports, the satellite service in Cband can be disrupted to the point of total
system failure by IMT transmissions that
originate at distances as far as 100 km.
The real concern, however, arises from the
several reports that complete loss of the
satellite service has been experienced by
hundreds of millions of households as a
direct result of interference from the proposed IMT systems sharing the C-band.
The C-band is a very important allocation
to the NABA membership. The most effective means of protecting the C-band
allocation and its investments is to get involved in the ITU-R WG’s like WG 4
which specializes in the satellite service
and JTG 4-5-6-7 which is combining inputs to create sharing and compatibility
studies of IMT systems. The next JTG 4-5
-6-7 meeting is July 22-31, 2013.

discussion of the core
issues. Core issues include whether the treaty
should extend to webcasters, and the extent to
which simulcasting and
other internet based activities of so-called
“traditional” broadcasters
should be protected. The
nature of the protection is
also an issue, with broadcasters insisting that some
rights-based protection,
analogous to that accorded to other rights
owners in recent treaties, is essential for
Continued on next page...
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them too.
A critical element for progress this year is
the successful resolution of the treaty for
visually impaired persons. This matter is
going to a Diplomatic Conference in June
and has had priority attention at WIPO.
Problems on that file have taken up more
time and attention than expected, somewhat overshadowing proceedings on
broadcasting.
After the Diplomatic Conference in June,
assuming its success, the broadcasting matter will be the priority issue at the Standing
Committee.

The next meeting is July 29-August 2. The
SCCR will work on refining the proposals
in the working document and will formulate a recommendation on a Diplomatic
Conference for the General Assembly. The
recommendation will likely provide for
further meetings preceding it but, hopefully, will preserve the 2014 timeframe for
the Diplomatic Conference.
Leading up to the crucial July meeting
NABA will be working, alongside other
broadcast unions worldwide, to broaden
support for concluding the treaty without
delay and with adequate protections and
new tools to address signal piracy prob-

Preston Davis’
Passing

member of the Technical Advisory Committee of the Museum of Television and Radio,
and served as a member of the President's
Council of Cooper Union College of SciIt was a shock to learn of the recent passing ence & Art.
of Preston Davis, longtime ABC executive
and President of Broadcast Operations & NABA extends its deepest sympathies to
Engineering. His contributions to and lead- Preston’s family.
ership of our industry were both a legend
and an example to us all.
Preston also served in the U.S. Army as a
specialist in communications technology
and was a veteran of the Vietnam War. He
sat on the Board of Directors of the Foundation for Minority Interests in Media, Inc.,
which provides programs for bringing talented minority youth into the communications industry. He also served on the Board
of Junior Achievement of New York, was a

Time Warner
Retirements
Two of NABA’s most-active members and
strongest supporters are in the process of
retiring from Time Warner this year. Bob
Zitter, Executive VP & CTO, HBO Technology & Operations and Chuck Dages,
(former) Executive VP, Emerging Technology, Warner Bros. Home Entertainment
Group. Their contributions to both Time
Warner and NABA have been huge and
they will be greatly missed.
Zitter will be retiring later this year and
plans to remain active and connected to our
industry by doing strategic consulting for

lems. Efforts will be made to secure more
active engagement from stakeholders with
interests related to broadcasting, such as
content owners, performers, music right
owners and sports organizations, who
would also benefit from reduced theft of
broadcast signals.
After years of exhaustive study, analysis
and debate, WIPO has set the goal of addressing the persistent and growing problem of piracy of broadcast signals with a
new international treaty.

“Blending superb hard and soft skills,
Preston treated everyone he touched with
a sense of dignity that was blind to where
one may fit in the corporate structure, the
size of their office or the title they may
hold. He was a champion of mutual respond and was beloved by the employees
he led and the industry that was so much
a part of his extraordinary life. He will
be very much missed but we are all better
off to have had Preston Davis in our
lives.”
-Richard P. Wolf, ABC-Disney
“For 35 years at ABC, Preston was a
mentor and an advisor, to so many of us,
but most importantly, a dear friend. Preston led by example, and was the true
definition of integrity.”
-Anne Sweeney, ABC-Disney

media companies, including potentially a
corporate board or two. In addition, he will
continue lecturing at university business
schools about the impact of technology on
the media business. Furthermore, he will
continue his involvement with several nonprofits in his community, including a
school for which he is the current President
of the Board. Beyond this, he looks forward to “not being in the office at 7:30
a.m.” and seeing more of his grandchildren.
For the next while, Bob Zitter will continue
to be reachable via his HBO coordinates:
 Email: robert.zitter@hbo.com
 Office: +1 212-512-5312

Dages retired earlier in the year and is currently dividing his time between his family
(including all 10 grandkids), volunteering
in public health issues and continuing in
his positions as Co-Chair of the National
TV Academy's Emmy Awards Committee.
Dages is now reachable at:
 Email: cldages@gmail.com
 Office: +1 310-849-1008.
Chuck Dages would like to wish everyone
well throughout NABA, but most of all to
fellow retiree Bob Zitter who had convinced him a long time ago of the value in
supporting NABA.
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Director General’s Report
Michael McEwen, NABA

A very busy April and
first week of May for
NABA. The NAB gave
me a chance to meet
with many of our members and take the pulse
of the Association.
Thank you for the feedback and very positive comments about our
work. Many of you, particularly our Affiliate members, were very pleased with our
content at the Annual General Meeting in
February and the opportunity for informal
conversation and discussion. We will do this
again.
In mid-April the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) dominated our agenda
with a major submission on Emergency
Broadcasting to Study Group 6. Prepared by
CBS for NABA, this submission underscored the importance of broadcast spectrum
to reach listeners and viewers in times of
emergency. This is the kind of submission
that crossed two of our committees: the
Technical and the Safety & Security and
spoke directly to our mandate as an Association. Our president, Robert Briskman, was
there to shepherd things through and NAB’s
Lynn Claudy presented the proposal formally. Lynn was named one of the Rapporteurs who will collect comments from other
ITU members for future consideration on
this subject. Nice work!
We were not as successful with our Audio
level submission. I hope all of us will make
sure we clearly have an understanding of all
our members' positions before going forward with any submission, whether collectively or individually, as a sector member.
One of our great strengths is our ability to
share and understand one another's views
and while we may not always agree we
shouldn't be blind-sighted. We'll work
harder to realize that goal.
We also submitted to the ITU a paper commissioned by our US members on C-Band
interference which was submitted to the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) in response to a call for comments on
the FCC’s Rules with Regard to Commercial Operations in the 3550-3650 MHz

Band. It was a good piece of
work and was sent to WP 4A for
consideration. Elisabeth Neasmith, (Telesat) presented this.

There will be a great deal of work over the
coming months preparing the above and
more for the JTG 4-5-6-7 meetings in South
Africa in late July. Important and urgent
times for broadcasters in defense of spectrum and interference.
April was also consumed with preparations
for our Board (BoD) Meeting and Seminar
in Mexico City (May 2 & 3). The BoD
meeting approved a new terms of reference
for the Safety & Security Committee which
will now be called the Risk Awareness &
Continuity Committee (NABA-RACC).
With the new mandate the RACC will now
meet to develop its’ work plan based on
these terms. The Board meeting covered a
wide range of material and actioned a great
deal of work.
This was Bob Zitter's last BoD meeting before he retires. Bob has been central to our
activities for more than 20 years and will be
missed. The BoD presented him with an
“Inukshuk” which is an Inuit sculpture representing communication and community.
Barbara Jaffe, Executive Vice-President,
Advanced Technology & Operations, HBO
will be taking up the BoD seat and we
warmly welcome her and her expertise.
On May 3, we held a Seminar inviting staff
from Televisa and TV Azteca, as well as
Mexican government officials. We received
a briefing on their new Telecommunications
Law, and went on to discuss the Next Generation of TV and Spectrum Issues. The
Seminar was designed to share with our
Mexican colleagues developments and issues being discussed in Canada and the US
and learn about their views. It was a learning and sharing experience for us all. Our
thanks to our colleagues Leonardo Ramos
and Sergio Sarmiento who worked tirelessly
to make this such a success in Mexico.
Harris Broadcast has rejoined NABA, and
we welcome this important supplier to our
community and look forward to their interest and contributions to our work.
A busy start of spring and the pace seems
unlikely to slow down.

FOBTV Report

Bob Plummer, Fox Entertainment Inc.
FOBTV’s Technical and Management
Committee meetings were on April 11 th
during the NAB Conference. FOBTV now
has 61 participants, including the 13 founding organizations.
During the TC meeting the following presentations were delivered.
 NABA’s Next Generation Terrestrial
Broadcasting presentation was delivered by Michael McEwen without
controversy
 Report of TC-GMEG, a global model
for the Future of Broadcast Television
The following is a brief description of the
FOBTV Four Layered Model Based on
Scenarios and Use Cases . These presentations were delivered by the chairs of the
individual groups (and can be found at
www.fobtv.org):
1. Physical Layer Group: Transmission
Technologies
2. Network Layer Group: Network Resource Assignment Technologies
3. Data and Management Layer Group:
Service Data Management Technologies
4. Application Layer Group: MultiSource Coding Technologies
The listed groups will develop documents
for technical requirements by considering
high-priority use cases among those provided by the TC. The groups will prepare
“Call for Technologies” and collect technical proposals worldwide. They will examine, assess, and possibly recommend, technical proposals as a possible consideration
of standards for each layer of FOBTV. The
group will support a standardization body
if it will develop a global standard based
on the recommended FOBTV technologies.
During the Management committee the
election of Management Committee Chair
& Vice-Chair occurred. The Current
Chair’s, Mark Richer, ATSC, term had run
out. As result the Vice-Chair Phil Laven
of DVB, was by acclamation, elevated to
Chair. Representing the WBU-TC, I (Bob
Plummer) was elected to the Vice-Chair
position.
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NABA & UHDTV:
The Recipe for
Success?
David Wood, EBU

It’s a fact. New technologies in broadcasting must have “champions” to be successful. They need people who have foresight,
passion, and energy, and who “make
things happen.” Just two examples
come to mind from the past. Wind
your clock back to the 1980s and
you’ll find Joe Flaherty from CBS
driving forward HDTV in North
America (and indeed elsewhere). If
you go back to the start of “closed
captioning,” you’ll find Julius
Barnathan from ABC in the sled
whipping the huskies to go on.
You’ll have more examples. We
need people of this kind today for
our brave new world of Ultra High
Definition Television (UHDTV). An impudent question from someone outside
North America – would a friend in NABA
like to step up to the plate?
One thing we can be certain of is that,
sooner or later, UHDTV will come. Customers will always look for something bigger and better than they have now – as they
have done for the last thousand years. It’s
progress. Yes, Ultra High is a means to
provide consumer electronics manufacturers with new selling propositions – but
there is more to it than that. There is a law

of physics that the higher the technical
quality of the picture – all other things being equal – the longer viewers will watch
the program before they hit the zapper button. The higher the picture, the more viewers gain emotionally from the program, the
more they remember it, and (let’s face it)
the more ads they will watch. Higher quality is a win-win development for viewers,
set-makers and broadcasters.

Sure, there are barriers to overcome and
issues still to be decided with UHDTV.
There are actually two UHDTVs – the 8
Mpixel system, Ultra-HD, and the 32
Mpixel system, Super Hi-Vision. Right
now, Ultra-HD is more practical; most set
makers have announced plans for Ultra-HD
displays. This is the one to bet on for the
next few years. Nevertheless, in time, Super Hi-Vision displays will come along –
and some estimate this will probably be
about six years after Ultra-HD displays.
Broadcasters have to weigh-up on whether

Lynn Claudy named Co-Rapporteur
Christoph Dosch (left), Chairman ITU-R SG 6 is joined by
NABA SG 6 delegation member Lynn Claudy (right).
Claudy, on NABA’s recommendation, has been named CoRapporteur on The Importance
of Terrestrial Broadcasting in
Providing Emergency Information to the Public.

to come in on the first wave, or to hang on
for the next tide. Another issue to be resolved is the picture rate – use something
like the rates we use today, or go up to 120
frames/second? Believe me; those high
frame rate pictures are going to look very
‘real.’
There is another option for Ultra-HD on
the horizon, which is to use the Ultra-HD
display for the dual purpose of
showing Ultra-HD 2D pictures, and
at the flick of the remote, for glasses
-free 3DTV viewing (at about
HDTV quality). Look to companies
like Dolby and Sony for an explanation of how it’s done. This could
provide a double whammy for potential customers.
Apart from the numbers themselves,
if UHDTV is to be successful, much
more is needed across the world –
including North America. There is
the whole production ecosystem to pull
together, the transition strategy to develop,
the TV sets and the programs need to be
available at the same time, and regulators
need to be in the loop. All this needs a
Champion (or Champions). We need people to galvanize the industry – people who
see the big picture, and are able to convince the rest of us to move and do. As
Andy Warhol said “...they always say time
changes things, but you actually have to
change them yourself.”

Coming Up in
June’s NABAcaster:
► A re-cap of May’s WBU-ISOG

Los Angeles Forum at Fox Networks

► Information and pictures on NPR’s

exciting new Washington, D.C.
Headquarters

► News on GVF’s SNG Operator

Training & Certification Program

► Director General’s Report
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ITU Young Innovators Competition
ITU Telecom is proud to present its Young Innovators Competition 2013 edition, offering young
and talented social “technopreneurs” the opportunity to present their ideas to industry leaders on a
global stage at ITU Telecom World 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand, from November 19 -22.
The Young Innovators Competition aims to attract dynamic, engaged young people and identify
projects with a genuine potential to succeed in addressing one of our Global Challenges. The competition seeks pragmatic, market-oriented solutions in the form of start-ups or concepts from 18 26 year-olds making use of the latest connected technologies.
Competition finalists are invited to attend World 2013, where they will benefit from in-depth mentoring from leading industry representatives, take part in pitching and workshop sessions, demonstrate their projects on the show floor and have the chance to win seed money of up to USD 5,000
in the Concept category and up to USD 10,000 in the start-up category to fund their initiatives.
Learn more about the competition at: http://world2013.itu.int/event/innovation

Secretariat Office Closure
Please note that the Secretariat office will be closed on Monday, May 20th, in observance of the
Canadian “Victoria Day” holiday.

Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

May 15-16

WBU-ISOG Forum (Hosted by Fox Networks)

Los Angeles, CA, USA

June 4-12

ITU-R: Study Group 1 and Working Parties 1A, 1B & 1C

Geneva, Switzerland

June 6

NABA-TC Meeting (Hosted by Shaw Media)

Toronto, ON, Canada

June 12

WBU-TC Meeting (Hosted by EBU)

Munich, Germany

June 19

NABA-LC Teleconference

Toronto, ON, Canada

June 25

WBU-SG/DG Meeting (Hosted by EBU)

St. Julian’s, Malta

July 7-24

ITU-R: Joint Task Group (JTG) 4-5-6-7

East London, South Africa

Sept. 30

NABA-BoD Meeting (Hosted by DIRECTV)

Los Angeles, CA, USA
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